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Role of core polarization curvature of screw dislocations in determining the Peierls stress
in bcc Ta: A criterion for designing high-performance materials

Guofeng Wang,* Alejandro Strachan,† Tahir Çağın, and William A. Goddard III‡

Materials and Process Simulation Center, Beckman Institute (139-74), California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 9
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We use a family of embedded atom model potentials all based on accurate quantum-mechanical calculations
to study the relation between Peierls stress and core properties of the 1/2a^111& screw dislocation in bcc
tantalum~Ta!. We find that the Peierls stress (sP) is a function of thecore-polarization curvature~P! near the
equilibrium core configuration. Our results suggest that the computationally available quantityP is a useful
criterion for designing high-performance materials.
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Determining the fundamental atomistic mechanisms t
underlie plastic deformations of macroscopic materials i
key, enabling step toward designing materials with improv
and tailored properties. This is particularly important for b
metals, which are the basis of some of the highe
performing alloys, but whose behavior is more complex th
fcc and hcp materials.1 Computer simulations could be use
to investigate the individual and collective dislocation m
tions in these materials and guide the development of h
performance materials.2

At low temperatures, plasticity in bcc metals is govern
by low mobility screw dislocations with Burgers vectorb
51/2a^111&. It is generally believed that the core structu
of these dislocations is a controlling factor of their mobility3

Theoretical studies on these dislocations have led to
types of core structures: asymmetric3–5 core and symmetric
core.5–8 In differential displacement~DD! maps,3 the asym-
metric core@Fig. 1~a!# spreads in threê112& directions on
$110% planes, while the symmetric core@Fig. 1~b!# is com-
pact. The main differences between these two types of c
are the relative displacements in the^111& direction of the
two sets of three atoms in the core@atoms$A, C, E% and $B,
D, F% in Fig. 1~c!#. The ‘‘polarization’’9 of the dislocation
core can be used to distinguish different core configurati
and is defined by Eq.~1!,

p5
udBC2dABu1udDE2dCDu1udFA2dEFu

b
, ~1!

where,dXY ~X, Y5A, B, C, D, E, or F! is the relative dis-
placement between two neighboring atoms in the two c
umns denoted asX andY in Fig. 1~c!, andb is the magnitude
of the dislocation Burgers vector. Thus a symmetric c
leads top50, while p51 corresponds to a fully asymmetr
core.

The Peierls stress is the minimal shear stress require
move a dislocation in an otherwise perfect crystal. In b
metals, the Peierls stress depends strongly on the orient
of the shearing.3,5 In this paper, we study in detail the twin
ning (x5230°) and antitwinning (x530°) shearing on
~112! planes, wherex is the angle between the plane with th
maximum shear stress and the neighboring~110! plane. Two
recent atomistic calculations8,10 of the Peierls stress for T
show good agreement when the applied stress is in thetwin-
ning direction:ab initio density-functional theory~DFT! cal-
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culations lead to 675 MPa and calculations using the mo
generalized pseudopotential theory~MGPT! potential lead to
600 MPa. However, for theantitwinningdirection the calcu-
lated Peierls stresses differ by a factor of 2.6@3.60 GPa from
ab initio calculations and 1.40 GPa using the MGPT for
field ~FF!#. This large difference is obtained although bo
calculations lead to symmetric dislocation cores with zero
very small (p50.004 in Ref. 8! polarization. It implies that
the equilibrium dislocation core structure by itself does n
simply determine the Peierls stress. This motivated our s
tematic examination of the relation between dislocation c
properties and Peierls stress.

To explore the relationship between dislocation core pr
erties and Peierls stress, we developed a family of fi
principles-based embedded atom model~EAM! force fields
denoted asqEAMi ( i 51 – 4) for Ta, each of which closely
matches a number of properties from the quantu
mechanical~QM! ~generalized gradient approximation DFT!
calculations~see details in Ref. 11!. Table I shows that the
four qEAM FF’s lead to the similar lattice parameters a
elastic constants for bcc Ta at 0 K. Moreover, all fourqEAM
FF’s predict similarg surfaces~the energy profile for a gen
eralized stacking fault between two semi-infinite half cryst
first displaced relative to each other by a vector on a crys
lographic plane then relaxed only in the direction perpe
dicular to the plane!. This is shown in Fig. 2 for thê111&
direction in the$112% plane, which qualitatively reveals th
twinning and the antitwinning asymmetry. OurqEAM FF
results agree well with theab initio and MGPT data.8 How-
ever, the MGPT FF~Ref. 8! and allqEAM FF’s lead to an
asymmetry in theg surface much smaller than that of theab
initio calculation.

The main difference among theqEAM FF’s is in polar-
ization of the screw dislocation core. We deliberately co
strained theqEAM FF’s to provide a range of different dis
location core-polarization behaviors:~i! qEAM1 leads to an
asymmetric core, with the DD map in Fig. 1~a! and the re-
laxation map in Fig. 1~c!. The equilibrium dislocation core
has a polarization of 0.81.~ii ! qEAM2 is adjusted to have a
dislocation core energy nearly independent of polarizati
~iii ! qEAM3 is adjusted to predict a symmetric dislocatio
core but with the core-polarization curvature~second deriva-
tive of core energy with respect to polarization! around the
equilibrium core configuration similar to theqEAM1. ~iv!
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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qEAM4 leads to a symmetric core with an energy dep
dence on polarization very similar to that from ourab initio
calculation.

Figure 3 shows the relative energy~the energy difference
between the polarized cores and the zero-polarization s
metric core! as a function of polarization for the variou

FIG. 1. The DD maps for~a! the asymmetric core~from
qEAM1) and~b! the symmetric core~from qEAM4) of screw dis-
locations in bcc Ta. In DD maps, the atoms~circles! are projected
on a ~111! plane; the arrows indicate the relative displacements
neighboring atoms in the@111# direction with respect to their posi
tions in the perfect bcc crystal. When an arrow spans the full
tance between two atoms, the relative displacement isb/3. For clar-
ity, the relative displacements less thanb/12 are not shown in the
above two figures.~c! The relaxation map for the same asymmet
core as in~a!. In the figure, the arrows indicate that after relaxati
from continuum elasticity theory predictions the three central c
umns~columns B, D, and F! of atoms translate simultaneously b

0.267 Å in the@ 1̄1̄1̄# direction while atoms in columns A, C, and
translate by 0.123 Å in the@111# direction. The relaxations of othe
atoms are less than 0.05 Å and are not shown.

TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical values of lattice para
etera ~Å!; elastic moduliC11 ~GPa!, C12 ~GPa!, andC44 ~GPa!; and
the shear modulus in thê111& direction G ~GPa! @G5(C112C12

1C44)/3# for bcc Ta from ourqEAM force fields, the MGPT FF,ab
initio calculation, and experiments.

a C11 C12 C44 G

qEAM1 3.32 273 138 69.6 68.2
qEAM2 3.33 254 155 67.4 55.5
qEAM3 3.35 255 148 60.2 55.7
qEAM4 3.32 257 148 77.3 62.1
MGPTa 3.30 266 161 82.5 62.5
ab initiob 3.23 291 175 53.0 56.3
Experimentc 3.30 266 158 87.4 65.1

aReference 8.
bReference 10.
cReference 12.
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qEAM FF’s. In order to obtain the energies for the noneq
librium core configurations, we fixed the positions of the s
atoms@atoms A–F in Fig. 1~c!# in the dislocation direction
and optimized the energy for the model system. In all cal
lations, we used a periodic simulation cell with parameters
X53a@112̄#, Y55a@11̄0#, and Z51/2a@111# ~90 atoms
per cell! and the dislocation quadrupole arrangement.

To obtain the QM results in Fig. 3~open circles!, we
evaluated the energies using density-functional theory~DFT!
with the local-density approximation13,14 ~LDA ! for the re-
laxed atomic configurations obtained withqEAM1. We used
the Hamann-type generalized norm-conserving pseudopo
tial for Ta with the nonlinear core correction.15,16 We used
eightk points in the direction of the dislocation line and on
k point in the normal directions. These QM calculations p

f

-

l-

FIG. 2. The^111& line in the$112% planeg surface for bcc Ta as
calculated with theqEAM potentials and theab initio method. In
theqEAM calculations, fixed boundary conditions are applied af
48 atomic planes on both sides of the faulted surface. The atom
relaxed in the@112# direction to the full convergence that the forc
on each atoms is no more than 3.531024 eV/Å.

FIG. 3. The dependence of the dislocation core energy with
polarization from ourqEAM FF’s and from DFT-LDA calculations.
The solid lines in the figure show the energy difference for
relaxed structures using theqEAM FF’s, while the dashed lines
show the results from the energy evaluation of the relaxed st
tures from theqEAM1 FF. The QM results are shown as circles

-
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TABLE II. The calculated core energy~eV/b! and Peierls stresses~in units of shear modulusG! for 1/2a^111& screw dislocations in bcc
Ta using ourqEAM force fields.

Force field

Core energy Peierls stress~twinning! Peierls stress~antitwinning!

r c52b rc51.75b 9315 13321 9315 13321

qEAM1 1.297 1.190 0.0067 0.0085 0.0152 0.0170
qEAM2 1.154 1.065 0.0004 0.0011 0.0022 0.0040
qEAM3 1.147 1.054 0.0057 0.0065 0.0108 0.0108
qEAM4 1.161 1.063 0.0126 0.0132 0.0496 0.0512
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dict the symmetric core with the lowest energy, consist
with the previous ab initio results from direct
minimization.6,7 Although we did not optimize the atomi
configurations in the QM calculations, the small change
relative energies~comparing solid and dashed lines in Fig.!
indicates that a full optimization would not change the co
clusions.

We calculated the core energy of 1/2a^111& screw dislo-
cations using theseqEAM FF’s and the same procedure d
scribed in Ref. 17. In these calculations, we used quadru
arrays of dislocations with system sizes ranging from 1890
5670 atoms and optimized all atomic coordinates using
variousqEAM FF’s. It should be mentioned that it is pos
sible to reduce the computational effort here by using a s
cial shape of the supercell proposed in Ref. 18 contain
only half the simulation volume. Since the computation
costs with our force fields are not significant, we chose to
the simple orthorhombic quadruple cells.

Table II shows the calculated screw dislocation core
ergies using core radii ofr c52b and r c51.75b. All four
qEAM FF’s lead to larger values than theab initio
calculation6 (Ec50.86 eV/b forr c52b) and the MGPT FF
calculation8 (Ec50.60 eV/b forr c51.75b), but the core en-
ergies for the symmetric core systems (qEAM2, qEAM3,
and qEAM4) are very close to each other and averaged
1.154 (r c52b) and 1.061 eV/b (r c51.75b). The asymmet-
ric core (qEAM1) only leads to slightly higher energy, 1.29
(r c52b) and 1.190 eV/b (r c51.75b).

We determined the Peierls stressessp
twin ~twinning! and

sp
anti ~antitwinning! by applying pure shear stress on simu

tion cells containing a@11̄0# screw dislocation dipole~two
dislocations with opposite Burgers vectors aligned in

@11̄0# direction!. To obtain the initial zero stress configur
tions we minimized the total energy by relaxing atomic p
sitions and cell parameters. We then applied finite sh
stresses in increments of 20 MPa until the dislocatio
moved. For each stress state, we performed 10 ps of N
molecular-dynamics~MD! simulation followed by 25 ps of
NVT MD simulation at 0.001 K. To check the size conve
gence of our calculation, we carried out simulations for t
different cell sizes: a 9315 cell (X59a@112̄#, Y
515a@ 1̄10#, and Z57a/2@111#) with 5670 atoms, and a
13321 cell (X513a@112̄#, Y521a@ 1̄10#, and Z
57a/2@111#) with 11 466 atoms. Table II reports the ratio
the calculated Peierls stresses to the^111& shear stressG ~see
Table I!.
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Important points here are~i! the Peierls stresses diffe
dramatically for qEAM2, qEAM3, and qEAM4, each of
which leads to symmetric core structure and similar c
energy. The main difference in these potentials is the co
polarization curvature.~ii ! TheqEAM1 andqEAM3 lead to
completely different equilibrium core structures~asymmetric
versus symmetric!, but predict similar Peierls stresses. A
pointed out before, they have similar values for co
polarization curvature.~iii ! The g surface from theqEAM1
agrees best with theab initio results, but theqEAM1 leads to
an asymmetric core and much different Peierls stresses
theab initio calculations.~iv! Although theqEAM2 leads to
a g surface agreeing better with theab initio results than the
qEAM4, theqEAM4 predicts Peierls stresses much closer
the ab initio calculation.

The above results@~i! and ~ii !# indicate that such equilib-
rium dislocation core properties as structure, polarizati
and energy do not correlate with Peierls stress. Findings~iii !
and~iv! suggest that theg surface is not an important facto
in modeling bcc screw dislocation behavior, which contra
with other suggestions in the literature~for instance, Ref. 3!.

Our studies indicate that it is the core-polarization curv

FIG. 4. The Peierls stress as a function of core-polarization c
vatureP. The solid curves show the best fits of the results for
cell size 13321, while the dashed curves are for the cell size
315. For solid curves, the fitted linear function for the twinnin
shear issp50.0472* P (R250.8552) and the fitting function for
the antitwinning shear is sp

anti5(2.6492)•P41(0.4259)•P2

10.0030 (R250.9998). The correspondingP is 0.198 for the ver-
tical line ‘‘a’’ showing the results from the MGPT FF and 0.280
for the vertical line ‘‘b’’describing the QM results.
1-3
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ture P that is responsible for the dramatic dependence
Peierls stress on various potentials. This is seen in Fig
which shows the twinning and antitwinning Peierls stres
as a function ofP for the variousqEAM FF’s. In Fig. 4, the
empty triangles represent the results from different pot
tials. This correlation is plausible because we find that~i! the
polarization of an asymmetric coredecreasesfirst before its
translation, consistent with the microscopic picture propo
by Hirsch19 and ~ii ! the polarization of a symmetric cor
increasesbefore it moves, which has been observed pre
ously in Ref. 20.

Contrary to the belief that a symmetric core would n
change its polarization during its motion, our simulatio
show a symmetric dislocation core under shear stress
extends in threê112& directions on$110% planes and trans
forms into the asymmetric~polarized! core before it moves
After translating one step, the polarized core transforms b
toward the zero-polarized symmetric core. Thus, regard
of the core structure~symmetric or asymmetric! the Peierls
stress required to move the dislocation depends on the a
age energy variation over a range of polarizations. We fi
~Fig. 4! that the Peirls stress changes monotonically withP.

Figure 4 shows thatsp
twin varies more slowly withP than

doessp
anti. Consequentlysp

twin is less sensitive to difference
in P than issp

anti. This explains why various Peierls stre
calculations for Ta~Refs. 8 and 10! agree in the twinning
direction but disagree greatly in the antitwinning directio
This may also explain the observation in Ref. 10 of a go
agreement forsp

twin of Mo from different calculations but the
large divergence ofsp

anti.
To gauge the reliability of the correlation in Fig. 4, w

predicted theab initio Peierls stresses using the curvatu
P50.2806 derived from our QM polarization curve in Fi
3. The predicted QM Peierls stresses aresp

twin50.013G and
sp

anti50.049G compared to the direct QM calculatio
results10 of sp

twin50.012G and sp
anti50.064G. The agree-

*Present address: Materials Science Division, Lawrence Berk
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ment is fairly good. Moreover, the MGPT results appear a
to be consistent with our model. If we assumeP50.198,
then the functions in Fig. 4 leadsp

twin50.009 34G andsp
anti

50.022 90G to within 3% of the MGPT calculations8

(sp
twin50.009 62G andsp

anti50.022 34G).
Thus, we conclude that the dominant factor underlyi

the magnitude of the Peierls stress in bcc Ta is the co
polarization curvatureP. This dependence arises because
change in core polarization occurs as a dislocation~regard-
less of core structure! migrates from one equilibrium site to
the next. Two additional observations support the above c
clusion.

~i! The calculated Peierls stresses from theqEAM2 FF
are significantly lower than previous calculations,8,10,20

which are at least two or three times larger than the exp
mental data. The only significant difference amongqEAM2
with the other potentials is just the dislocation cor
polarization curvature.

~ii ! In addition tosp
twin andsp

anti, we also calculated the
Peierls stresssp

$110% whose maximum resolved shear stre
plane is in the$110% plane. Our results forsp

$110% , 0.0117G
(qEAM1, P50.171), 0.0022G (qEAM2, P50.050),
0.0068G (qEAM3, P50.127), and 0.0138G (qEAM4, P
50.285), are consistent with the conclusion that Peie
stress correlates withP.

This paper reports a direct relation between the dislo
tion core-polarization curvature and Peierls stress. It provi
a new view of plastic deformation of bcc metals, suggest
a criterion for designing materials with improved plasticit
Our results suggest that a bcc material with a given se
elastic constants could be made more ductile by minimiz
P and made into a higher flow stress material by maximiz
P.21
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